THE BUDAPEST CITY &
SUBURBAN flyer TOUR
(A FIVE-DAY BREAK IN A RAIL SUPER CENTRE)

Wednesday 7th to Sunday 11th October, 2020

All-inclusive fare - Only £432.00
(Does not include travel to and from Budapest)
Hotel Single Room Supplement - £110.00 (Optional)
A Minimum Deposit of £110.00 will secure your seat on this Tour, and
the balance must be received by 21st August
Budapest has a very large public transport network and, as well as MAV-Start and the Budapest Metro & Trams
(BKV); there is also the extensive Budapest Suburban Railway (BHEV - Budapesti Helyierdeku Vasut). Many
members have shown an interest in BHEV, particularly as the system is included in Volume 4 of STARS Tram
& Metro Systems Stock Book series. We included the system in the “Budapest City & Suburban Tour” in 2018
and it proved a great success. The tour comprehensively takes in all five lines, all depots, the museum, and when
not on BHEV territory we will be trawling trams, Metros, and surface MAV as we go. We are also pleased to
announce that we are staying throughout at a very familiar base, the Baross City Hotel, Budapest, which faces
Keleti Station.
Remember that travel on all public Transport in Budapest and Hungary is free to the over 65s on production of
your Passport. For those yet to attain that age the best means of travel during your stay will be by using the
economical Budapest Three Day Public Transport Ticket, but please note that the tickets are not included in
your fare. You must also arrange your own flight, or overland travel.
ITINERARY
Day One - Wednesday 7th October
In the past members have had difficulty is arranging early arrivals in Budapest and it is for this reason that we
have arranged no formal visits for today. However, those ‘early birds’ can ‘busy’ themselves with Tram and
Metro ‘hotspots,’ or observations at Budapest’s three busy termini of Nyugati, Keleti, or Deli.
Day Two - Thursday 8th October
Our first BHEV lines today are H9 which extends east from Ors vezeer tere (Metro 2) to Csomor. We also
include the short Line H8 which extends from Cinkota to Godollo. There will be no need for us to travel to the
end of this line because nothing stables there and the depot is situated at Cinkota. The afternoon will be spent on
Line is H5 which extends from Batthyany ter (Metro 2) to Szentendre in the North where we shall visit not
only Szentendre depot but also Budapest Urban Transport Museum.
Day Three - Friday 9th October
Today we ‘mop up’ the two final BHEV Lines situated in the South. Line H7 is the shorter of the two extending
from Boraros ter (Tram 2) to Csepel where a depot visit awaits us. Retracing our steps, we conclude with Line
H6 which extends from Kozvagohid (Trams 2 & 24) to Rackeve where our final BHEV depot visit takes place.
Day Four - Saturday 10th October
By today your travels around the City will have resulted in countless Tram and Metro sightings but now you will
maximise that as we ‘blitz’ the Tram and Metro ‘hot spots’ commensurate with your requirements. Yes, today
we will arrange to do what you want to do. However, by now clearances may have been and you may be looking
for other diversions. Don’t forget the Museums waiting for a visit, such as the Budapest Underground Railroad
Museum situated at Deak Ferenc Metro Interchange. There is also the Hungarian Museum of Science,
Transport and Technology which has been closed for rebuilding for the last four years! Surely it will have
reopened by now?

Day Five - Sunday 11th October
DISPERSAL DAY for those who have opted only for this tour, but for those who are continuing on the Hungarian
Railtour, it’s time to join the incoming group.
Remember - Do Not Book Your Flight or Travel Arrangements
Until We have Confirmed the Tour as Running

